Pilot custom 91

I have added a review index to the menubar Found at the top of the page at the behest of a
reader. I hope the index would be useful for people browsing the site. I will be keeping it up to
date. Now back to the regularly scheduled pen review. The Numbers: Weight: 20g Length
capped : By the time this review is out, this is probably no longer the case. I have intended this
pen to replace my vintage flex nib pens like the Waterman 32 and the Weidlich that I have
purchased previous. Why the shift from vintage to modern you might wonder? For one, I
realised I hated cleaning vintage pens. It isn't as easy to flush the pen. For another, I can't have
a pen with a flex or even a soft nib as an everyday writer. Thus, the two vintage fountain pens
have gone onto a better home. I am a proud owner of a Pilot Custom Heritage 91 with a soft fine
nib. Pilot has a number of pens under the Custom Heritage name. Their number naming
convention can be a little confusing at times. Check out this page to have a better idea what's
the difference between the different pen models. Packaging: Pilot Custom Heritage comes in a
standard clamshell box with faux leather like texture on the exterior. The box opens and the pen
is nestled gently in the middle along with all the care guide and warranty card. The Pilot Custom
Heritage 91 comes with a single black cartridge but it doesn't come with a converter. I was a
little disappointed that for a pen of this price doesn't automatically just come with a converter.
Performance: I had opted to go for the black version with silver accents. Yes it does look
extremely traditional and a little corporate-ish but this is still a classic design. The flat top cap is
accented by the silver clip. The shape of the clip reminds me very much the Pelikan M 's clip
that I have previously reviewed. It feels just right in terms of the spring - stiff index for pen clips.
Near the end of the cap, there is a silver band with "Custom Heritage 91 Pilot Japan" engraved
on it. The cap is a simple push to post type. The Pilot Custom Heritage 91 has a cartridge
converter filling system. It takes all the converters that Pilot makes including the CON which
has the highest ink capacity. The cartridge converter system makes for easy cleaning but the
CON is a troublesome converter to clean. It requires a lot of shaking to get all the ink out. The
entire body of the pen is made of a black resin. It is the same material from the grip section to
the barrell. The grip section isn't very long and there isn't much of a step between the grip and
the barrell. The threads on the barrel feels smooth and well filed so it doesn't bite my fingers.
Finally, the flat top cap unscrews off easily to reveal the main attraction of this pen. The Pilot
Custom Heritage 91 comes with a 14k nib 5 nib. I had opted for the SF nib because I had
intended to replace my vintage flex nib fountain pens. The SF nib that came with the pen
delivered on that score. Though it isn't the softest nib option that Pilot has The falcon nib is
much softer. It is a modern equiavalent for vintage flex nibs but nothing beats the flexibility of
the vintage nibs. I had intended to use the pen regularly even when I am not intending to flex the
nib all that much. Sadly, I realised my writing angle makes it hard for me to use the Pilot Custom
Heritage 91 as an everyday writer. However, the nib writes flawlessly and smoothly. It neither is
scratchy nor is the feed unable to keep up with me as I attempt some horrible Copperplate
calligraphy. My issue with the nib is it tends to dig into the paper when I do regular writing with
it. When I hold the pen, the nib is parallel to the line so when I write from left to right the nib
drags across the paper. This is especially bad on lousy paper. Conclusion: I am sad that the SF
nib has relegated the Pilot Custom Heritage 91 into a pen I only use when I want to do some bad
Copperplate script and I wasn't able to use it as an eveyday writer. However, that's just me and
not the pen or the nib. For right handed writers, this would be an excellent pen in anyone's
collection. For lefties I would think this would work best for under writers, all other types I
suggest you try the pen before buying. Now I am eyeing a regular 14k F nib from Pilot! View
fullsize. This is not my first Pilot After falling in love with my FA, I ordered a black 91 with soft
fine nib. In combination with the relatively narrow section, this resulted in hand cramp during
longer writing sessions. Proof that some pens are just not right for everyone. Two reasons.
First, the colour of this special Tsuki-Yo version, available only on the 91 model. Second, I was
curious to try the fine-medium FM nib, only available in Japan. In person, the Tsuki-Yo colour is
even lovelier than I expected. The clip is unadorned but has a subtle sword shape; the cap and
barrel are flat ended and each has a narrow silver ring. The slim double cap band is a beautiful
contrast to the blue. I was having to apply pressure to get decent flow, and that was making my
hand cramped and tired, just like on my first I pulled the shoulders of the nib back slightly, and
that opened up the flow. In my original hand-written draft I found the flow a little dry. With a bit
of tweaking, it was easily fixed. Incidentally, this photo in my opinion best reflects the colour of
the barrel. But YMMV your monitor may vary! The 91 came in the usual Pilot box, with a single
cartridge â€” but unusually, no converter. I still think that the 91 is an inferior pen compared to
the , its bigger brother. My red Elabo, blue 91 and black posing for a group photo. Yes, I have
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as the Pilot Custom Heritage 91? Not only for its prestige, but the Pilot Custom Heritage 91 is
the consummate fountain pen: high caliber, versatile, and resolute - a pen you can count on.
The Pilot Custom Heritage 91 is a true champion. This post contains affiliate links. See our
disclosure page for more information. Source: fountainpennetwork. Pilot Custom Heritage
Sailor Professional Gear Slim. Waterman Perspective. Platinum Century. Standing apart from a
majority of fountain pens on the market, the Pilot Custom Heritage 91 offers an extensive
selection of nibs. This pen goes above and beyond the standard Fine or Broad tip choices by
offering nine options. The Pilot Custom Heritage 91 also features a considerate interior barrel
space. It can handle a significant amount of ink, without adding any extra heft to this pen.
Lightweight feel coupled with substantial ink capacity make this fountain pen optimal for
extended and comfortable use. The number at the end of each name is representative of the
years the company has been in business. Often, potential buyers compare the Custom Heritage
91 to other Pilot Custom models in order to find the right fit. Here is how these fountain pen
models stack up:. Length Capped. Nib Size Physical size of nib. Pilot Custom The Pilot Custom
Heritage 91 offers a flat-topped cap and barrel, as opposed to the rounded cigar-shape of the
Custom models. It is lighter than most others, with the shortest length of all. Often pitted
against the Custom Heritage , the is certainly heftier and longer. The Custom and Custom
Heritage also feature large 15 and 10 sized nib, respectively. Nib size refers to the physical size
of the nib, not the tipping size such as Extra Fine, Fine, or Broad. A higher nib size number
signifies a larger nib. Although the Custom Heritage 91 and 92 does feel quite similar in the
hand, the body material is often how potential buyers make a final determination. Others are
drawn towards the traditional and everlasting appearance of the black resin of the Pilot Custom
Heritage Aspiring authors, junior scribes, business professionals, and leisure writers can all
find joy in the smooth, exquisite feel of this luxury pen. With an above average ink capacity,
lightweight feel, and flexible nib, the Pilot Custom Heritage 91 can comfortably be utilized for
extended writing sessions. The classic black resin body of the pen radiates an unspoken
essence that speaks volumes about its user. With its chic look, the Pilot Custom Heritage 91
exudes professionalism and finesse. The smoothly polished black body will not suffer from
staining, whether from an inky finger or trapped ink in the barrel. The cap on this pen screws on
when capped. If choosing to write uncapped, the Custom Heritage 91 still proves to be
comfortable. There is a gradual step between the section and barrel, enabling a favorable grip.
This fountain pen will not only leave a lasting impression while in use, but makes a statement
by simply resting on your desk or storing in your pocket as well. Refilling and maintaining the
Pilot Custom Heritage 91 pen is no hassle. Just a simple twist unscrews the base for reloading
ink and cleaning. With significant barrel space, this pen accepts any of the Pilot converters, and
easily holds a large capacity converter such as the Pilot CON Unlike a majority of fountain pens
on the market, the Pilot Custom Heritage 91 offers nine nib options. On the market today, nearly
all fountain pens use stiff nibs that lack flexibility. However, some companies like Pilot do offer
nibs that feel springier against the paper. This name refers to the fact that the nib tines are
designed to flex easier than their stiff counterparts. When comparing to a vintage fountain pen
flexible nib, newer soft nibs are only considered to be semi-flexible. Users opt for these nib tips
for calligraphy, artwork, or simply for the feel that they provide. Soft nibs may take some time
getting used to and are not meant to be smooth, everyday writing nibs. Being Japanese
manufactured, Pilot nibs are approximately a half-size smaller than Western nibs. If you are
accustomed to a medium Western nib, you may want to experiment with a fine medium or fine
nib on this fountain pen. No matter which nib size is opted for, the experience of the Pilot
Custom Heritage 91 eases fatigue , allowing the user to write for hours uninterrupted. The Pilot
Custom Heritage 91 features a highly sought after gold nib. Tending to be softer and springier
than steel , gold nibs are often preferred by fountain pen writers. They will not tarnish and are
more robust than their stainless steel counterparts. The Pilot Custom Heritage 91 features karat
gold on all nine of their nib sizes. The high-quality tips of this pen ensure you can get the
optimal stroke each and every time you put the pen to paper. Simply adjusting the pressure

applied while writing will adjust the flow so writers can instantly achieve their desired line
weight. Users acclimated to Western nibs may find the Japanese nibs slightly scratchier.
Implementing wet ink and quality paper can improve smoothness. This is due to the tines on
soft nibs moving independently and being more exposed than standard rigid nibs. The most
challenging aspect of the Pilot Custom Heritage 91 is actually getting your hands on one. The
Japanese product page offers this fountain pen in black, red, blue, and brown. Some users have
picked up the Pilot Custom Heritage 91 while traveling to Japan. Others report that they have
ordered this pen through secondary dealers, however, this experience can be unreliable.
Instead, we encourage you to purchase from Pilot through a dependable source. This pen does
not come with a converter, but does include one ink cartridge and an instruction manual. The
dual-hinged, hard black clam shell case of the Pilot Custom Heritage 91 can keep your pen safe
in a briefcase, or stored securely when not in use. Fountain pens are used by writers across the
globe for special occasions or simply for everyday use. And when opting for a quality brand like
Pilot, you can rest assured that your writing instrument is one that will stand the test of time.
While there are numerous fountain pen choices available, writers prefer the Pilot Custom
Heritage 91 for its seamless refilling process and substantial ink reservoir. The innovation of the
Pilot Custom Heritage 91 continues to please both novice and veteran fountain pen writers.
Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Not everyone
can own this pen. Why do you need to get your hands on this fantastic instrument? Nib
Choices. Nib Feel. Feel in Hand. Lightweight, comfortable for prolonged use. Source: pilotpen.
Flexible but stiffer than Pilot Custom Heritage Large but comfortable, moderate pressure is
needed. Source: sailorpen. Skinny, finicky. Large cap, more comfortable to write with when
capped. Source: waterman. Medium nib is smooth, yet Fine nib is scratchy. Heavy, 3-tiered step
section can push against fingers. Source: platinumpenusa. Stiffer than Pilot Custom Heritage
pens. Comfortable grip, but noticeable step. Body Material. Black, Amber Brown. Ebonite and
Roiro-lacquer finish. Black Vermilion commonly only available in Japan. Acrylic, transparent
demonstrator. Clear Blue, Orange, and Smoke commonly only available in Japan. Pilot Custom
Heritage Stately and Utilitarian. Source: fpgeeks. Seamless Refill and Maintenance. Nib Options.
Stiff Nibs. Soft Nibs. High-Quality Nib. Purchasing this Pen. This post contains affiliate links,
which means I may earn some money if you click on them. Please read the full disclaimer here.
Related Posts. Popular posts. Springy, soft, smooth. Pilot somewhat recently revamped the
colours of this line of pens with new colours. Thanks to Bookbinders Design for sending this
pen for review and the other colour options for photos. The previous colours of the Custom
Heritage 91 were based on Iroshizuku inks: Tsuki-yo, Yama-budo, and Yama-guri as well as a
Black and had the same colour throughout the pen. The revamped models have only three
colours now with the two new Orange and a deep Blue. The Black which is most of this review
has remained unchanged at least in terms of colours. The Orange and Blue now also have black
finials and sections. Speaking of the Sailor Pro Gear, it is the pen that most closely resembles
and competes with the Custom Heritage Both are cartridge converter, gold nibbed pens with flat
ends. Fortunately, Bookbinders Design, who sent this pen, are offering all the nibs on all the
Custom 91 colours. The Blue is a deep blue which leans more green than purple. It reminds me
a little of Iroshizuku Shin-kai but possibly more saturated. All the pens come with only silver
trim and the nibs are all silver trim with no gold highlights. The cap design, like the rest of the
pen, is fairly traditional and it looks like a simple professional fountain pen. The clip attaches to
another thin band before the flat finial. There is also a metal band below the threads of the body
where the metal part of the inside of the section allows the body to screw onto it. This is a
different approach to other flat ended pens which often have a single cup-shaped piece of
plastic as the whole finial. The Custom Heritage 92 has a piston filler at a higher price. I asked
people which nib they were most interested in and these were the results:. Not surprising
because many people know these nibs so the Soft nibs and the BB are more foreign and thus
more interesting. The Soft-Medium-Fine 14k nib is Pilot 5 nib n. Where the soft works to great
affect is with the bounce you get when writing. The softness makes the writing experience really
pleasant with each stroke. This is what you should expect from a Pilot Soft nib. I got no hard
starts or any other issues with this nib. The nib is missing two etchings compared to the
non-soft nibs close to the tip. I presume this is because the metal is thinner to allow the
softness and having the etching as well as thinner metal might cause a weekness in the nib. The
feed is relatively uninteresting standard Pilot 5 nib feed. When some pressure is added the SFM
definitely bumps to something closer to a broad. The pen feels relatively long but also relatively
thin. The whole pen, including the section has a girth variance of only 2.
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At These are thicker and bulkier pens as well. The Custom Heritage 91 is also surprisingly
light. This pen is a bit of a featherweight! I chose Pilot Iroshizuku Kon-peki to review the pen
with because it really is a staple of inks in general and the Iroshizuku line more specifically.
Plus the inks should definitely work best with the pen! The pen is a traditional looking pen with
a slender and light figure. It has a good variety of nib options by default only on the black, but
Bookbinders Design is offering that variety over all three colours. Thanks again to Bookbinders
Design for sending this pen for review and the Blue and Orange pen for photos. If you are based
in Australia sorry to everyone else! I received this pen free of charge for the purpose of giving
an honest review. I was not otherwise compensated and everything here is my own honest
opinion. There are no affiliate links. This pen will be given away in a competition. View fullsize.
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